No. 1 Chorus
1st Trumpet in D \( \text{\textit{d = }85 \text{-} 90\text{d}} \)

\[\text{\textit{* 2nd trpt could play these notes in performance}}\]

- 6 -
Carmen Suite No. 1

TROMBA II

No. 1. Prélude.
(Prelude to Act 1)

Georges Bizet
* N. B. For best intonation, 2nd trpt can try 'D' trumpet
Valse p. 2

Vivo, \( \mathbb{d} = 160 \)

Solo

Agitato ma tempo di rigore, \( \mathbb{d} = 100 \)

1911 Version

** see pages 56&57
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